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Thanks And
Appreciation
The International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC) and all the
AATB partners would like to express to H.M King Mohammed VI, King of
Morocco, their high esteem and profound gratitude for HIS High Patronage
to the AATB Launching Forum, organized on 22&23 February 2017 in Rabat,
the Kingdom of Morocco, which ensured the success of the meeting.
They also reiterate their deep appreciation to the Government of the
Kingdom of Morocco, represented by the Ministry of Industry, Investment,
Trade and Digital Economy, for its continuous support to the Arab Africa
Trade Bridges Program (AATB) and their contribution in the
implementation and the governance of this Program.
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On behalf of the Islamic Development Bank Group (IsDB Group), I am pleased to introduce the Arab
Africa Trade Bridges Program (AATB). The IsDB Group has been supporting this Program for the
potential and important impact it shall have. The Program is an excellent opportunity to join
hands in the development efforts of cross regional economic cooperation.
The IsDB Group has launched many initiatives, and this is one of the main projects that answers
to Member Countries’ needs, provides a good platform for cooperation and partnerships, and
supports the Global Sustainable Development Goals. In this regard, the IsDB Group has been keen
to support and be part of this important initiative.
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The establishment of the Arab Africa Trade Bridges Program emphasizes the increasing
importance that the business sector in the Arab and African countries attaches to the development
of trade relations and cooperation between the two regions and the revival of relations which in the
past were examples of economic integration between the two regions. Commercial routes between
North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa, as well as between East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula,
which have lived in centuries of prosperity, have had the greatest impact in creating social,
economic and political links between the African and Arab regions, which are still affecting today.
The regions of Fez, Chinguith, Timbuctoo, Zanzibar and others are a sign of the development of the
trade movement that prevailed for a long time.
Today, the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) has provided its services to member states for more
than 40 years, not only by providing programs to ﬁnance important infrastructure projects, but also
by supporting various sectors of interest to these countries, including the agricultural sector,
which employs a signiﬁcant proportion of the workforce. The Bank has evaluated its progress and
has formulated a plan for the coming years to support Member States in achieving economic and
social development, increasing coordination, cooperation, synergy and solidarity, and encouraging
the private sector to play a greater role in development.
I hope by reading this report you learn the various angles of this Program and able to ﬁnd a way to
take part and become a partner.
Thank you.

Dr. Bandar M. H. Hajjar
President, Islamic Development Bank
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delivered in partnership with other great institutions. AATB manifests trade enhancement and
integration as well as partnership development.
The story started as an idea in 2015 and saw the light in February 2017. A story so important that we
decided to make it our ﬂagship Program. This is an example of how we, along with our partners, take
pride with our work and partnerships for the beneﬁt of our Member Countries.
This report has been created to tell you the story how this Program came to life. The main ingredients
include answering to Member Countries’ needs, high technical expertise, being dedicated and
persistent, and building the right partnerships. Also, the report will share with you a sample of the
actions that took place since the Launch of the Program.
C

M

2017 marked the launch of the Program with incredible activities and partnerships. In addition to the
many accomplishments featured in the report, I am pleased to point out that momentum to grow has
been a result of the following factors:
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• Beneﬁciary Countries have expressed eagerness to host activities
• Private sector industries have been actively taking part in the activities.
• Stakeholder and partners have been engaged in every step of the way.
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I would like to also bring to the readers’ attention that in addition to the various engagements in 2018,
ITFC organized the ﬁrst meeting of the Governing Board and Executive Committee of the AATB. By
activating the governance structure of the AATB, the partners solidify their collective commitment to
the Program and to strengthening and increasing trade and investment ﬂows among the Arab and
African Countries (members of the OIC).
I hope you will enjoy the report and gain an insight into the depth of our activities. I want to take this
opportunity to invite you to join us in this great opportunity.
Thank you and looking forward to hearing from you and partnering with you.

Eng. Hani Salem Sonbol
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, ITFC
Chairman of the Governing Board, AATB
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The International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC), member of the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) Group, took the
lead, in consultation, collaboration, and coordination with partners, to design a 3-year regional trade promotion program. The
program aims at addressing some of the challenges preventing the business communities in Arab countries and Sub-Saharan
African (SSA) countries from fully taking advantage of existing trade potentials within the two regions.
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The Arab and Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries, members of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), have long history
of trading, social, and cultural ties. However, trading relations have been diminishing over the past decades. A study by the
International Trade Center (ITC) shows that, on a ﬁve-year average (2011–2015), 17 countries from the Arab region export
US$1.06 trillion to the world, while 22 SSA OIC member countries export
US$0.16 trillion to the world. This indicates that
Arab and SSA OIC countries have signiﬁcant untapped export potentials with possibilities to achieve greater regional trade
integration.
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To bridge these untapped export potentials, the ultimate objective of the program has been designed to leverage new
commercial partnerships, strengthen existing ones, and increase trade ﬂows. In addition, the Program shall enhance trade and
investment across the two regions through cooperation among trade and investment support institutions. In order to support
the member countries from both regions, the Arab Africa Trade Bridges Program has been designed keeping in view the
challenges and opportunities.
The main objectives of the AATB Program are:
1. Promoting and Increasing Trade ﬂows between Arab and SSA OIC Member Countries;
2. Providing Opportunities to Offer and Promote Trade Finance and Export Credit Insurance Products;
3. Provide Capacity Building on Trade related issues.
The expected outcomes include:
• Establish new business partnership and promote trade between the two regions;
• Disseminate information on market opportunities and trade regulations;
• Provide opportunities for traders to present their export products;
• Establish online business network that will facilitate further business contacts and information exchanges;
• Support the establishment of logistical platforms in selected African countries;
• Provide opportunities for trade ﬁnance and export credit insurance institutions to offer their products and services
to facilitate business relations between exporters and importers.
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The ITFC was established with the
purpose of advancing trade among
OIC member countries. To meet the
purpose and to promote intra-OIC
trade, the ITFC had designed and led
the AATB Program.
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This Program reﬂects the signiﬁcant role of trade as a lever of sustainable economic growth, job creation, and poverty alleviation,
thus it is necessary to further capitalize on the existing – but still untapped – trade potentials between Arab and SSA countries.
The AATB Program is designed to leverage new commercial partnerships, strengthen existing ones, and increase trade ﬂows
between the two regions; in addition, the Program shall enhance trade and investment through the cooperation among trade and
investment support institutions.
The AATB is a regional trade promotion program that aims at addressing some of the challenges preventing the business
communities in Arab countries and SSA countries, members of the OIC, from fully taking advantage of existing trade potentials
within the region. As such, the AATB Program comes within the realization of the untapped trade potentials between the Arab and
African regions.
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Trade integration among the Arab member states of the OIC is relatively strong. Yet, exports to SSA's OIC markets account for a tiny
share of total exports of Arab OIC countries. Against this background, the ITFC commissioned a study with the ITC (the ITC Study)
that aims at ﬁlling information gaps related to the export potentials of Arab and SSA member states of the OIC, by identifying
products with high export growth potentials and products for export diversiﬁcation, while highlighting the most relevant exporters
and markets.

Arab and African Member Countries
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Arab OIC members:
Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, the State of Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
OIC members in Sub-Saharan Africa:
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire,, Djibouti, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mali,
Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan (North + South), Togo, and Uganda.
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Trade Prospects in OIC Member States
Export Destinations
Among the OIC members considered, two sub-regions can be identiﬁed, i.e. the Arab region (17 countries) and the SSA region (22
countries). There are large differences between the trade volumes and structures of these two regions. The 17 OIC members in
the Arab region export US$ 1.06 trillion to the world (mineral fuels, and their derivatives, with electricity accounting for 72% of
this value), and thereby almost seven times the value of the 22 SSA OIC members (US$ 0.16 trillion, with oil accounting for 70%
of this value).
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Even though the values differ signiﬁcantly, the share of exports destined to the OIC region is similar for the two sub-regions: 12%
of Arab and 11% of SSA OIC countries’ total exports (including oil) are destined to OIC markets. Since oil is mostly exported to
non-OIC markets, the share of intra-regional trade is larger when oil is excluded from the analysis: namely 30% of Arab OIC
members’ non-oil exports are currently destined to Arab OIC markets and only 3% of exports go to SSA OIC member states.
For SSA OIC countries, the situation is different: out of the 26% of non-oil exports destined to OIC markets, only 9% go to OIC
markets in SSA whose exports to Arab OIC markets account for 17% of total OIC exports. Sudan – a member of the GAFTA – alone
accounts for one third of this volume of export.
Export Products
In terms of products, exports of SSA OIC member states appear as more concentrated than those of Arab member states: the two
largest export sectors combined account for 66.4% of the total exports of goods from SSA OIC countries to the world, while Arab
countries’ two largest sectors represent only 38% of their total exports to the world.
For both sub-regions, mineral products constitute the largest exports sector. Exports of mineral products from Arab exporters to
the OIC region amount to US$ 29.7 billion, while for the SSA region, they amount to US$ 6.32 billion. This sector represents a bigger
share of total goods exports to the OIC region for SSA countries (35%) than it does for Arab OIC member states (24%). Other sectors
that appear in the top ﬁve for both regions are precious stones and jewellery, machinery, metals, and chemicals.
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Export Priorities of Arab and SSA OIC Members
Differences can also be observed in the sectors that have been identiﬁed as export priorities across national development plans.
Some sectors appear as priorities for countries in both regions. These are, for instance, the agro-processing industry and the
textiles and garments sector. However, priorities for the SSA OIC country members are more inclined towards agricultural and
extractive sectors, while Arab countries tend to give precedence to manufacturing. Overall, OIC Arab countries identify a wider
range of priority sectors.
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Products with Potential for the Intra-OIC Trade
There are intra-OIC untapped export potentials that give room for Arab exports' growth to the region by more than US$ 20 billion,
and that for SSA exports by US$ 1.5 billion. Moreover, the exclusion of oil and minerals, the dominant sector for both sub-regions’
exports, allowed adding focus to sectors that usually involve more SMEs, and therefore require more trade support.
Arab OIC Countries’ Products with Potential for Intra-OIC Trade
The Arab OIC member states’ total unrealized export potential for intra-OIC trade amounts to US$ 20.1 billion, out of which 85.3%
corresponds to markets in the Arab sub-region.
In the agricultural sector, the total export potential of Arab OIC member states amounts to US$ 13.8 billion. Most of this unrealized
export potential can be found in Arab OIC markets where there is room for future exports growth, but there are also opportunities
to strengthen trade linkages with the SSA sub-region.
The Arab sub-region has signiﬁcant exports potentials for processed manufacturing products, mainly within the Arab sub-region
(where 86% of the untapped potential is found) and to a lesser degree in the SSA sub-region. The total intra-OIC exports potential
for manufacturing products amounts to US$ 39.2 billion, out of which 36.7% is yet to be tapped. This translates into an untapped
potential in value terms of US$ 14.4 billion (three times the value of the agricultural sector).
The exports potential for raw products within the manufacturing sector, however, is very limited, while bovine hides and skins are
the only products with an exports potential of more than US$ 10 million to the OIC region. Almost all opportunities to generate
additional export revenues lie in the processed manufacturing sector. Polymers form the products group with the highest potential
for exports to the SSA sub-region. Naturally, this potential accrues to the oil-producing Gulf states of the Arab OIC region. Fed by
a booming construction sector in some SSA countries, cement is the product with the biggest scope for exports growth to this
sub-region, with US$ 131 million of exports potentials yet to be tapped. With regards to Arab exporters’ potential within the Arab
sub-region, jewellery stands out, along with other products that show promising potentials in terms of export revenues and belong
to sectors identiﬁed as priorities such as pharmaceutical products, as well as products within the electrical and electronic
industry (such as electric conductors).
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SSA OIC Countries’ Products with Potential for Intra-OIC Trade
The total untapped exports potential for SSA OIC countries within the OIC region amounts to almost US$ 1.5 billion, out of which two thirds
may be realized in SSA markets, and one third in Arab markets. The intra-OIC exports potential of the agricultural sector in SSA OIC countries
amounts to US$ 2.9 billion, out of which 34.1% is yet to be tapped. The highest exports potentials are in raw agricultural products which
SSA countries have traditionally exported to global markets. Though the exports potentials of agro-processed products are considerably
lower and are currently hardly tapped, they offer interesting avenues for future exports growth.
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Products with high exports potential in the Arab sub-region comprise live animals, sesame seeds, coffee, and cotton. All of these products
are already heavily traded between the two regions, and the potential for future exports growth is limited. For live sheep, 20% of the total
potential remains untapped, corresponding to possible additional revenues worth US$ 96 million. Fishery has much lower potential (all
together around US$ 25 million), but may represent a sector upon which SSA OIC members could try to geographically diversify towards Arab
OIC markets, which are currently hardly importing from SSA suppliers.
Almost the entire exports potential for processed agricultural products is currently untilized, meaning that SSA OIC countries have hardly
tried in the past to sell transformed agricultural products to Arab OIC member states. Yet, there seems to be some demand, especially for
sugar and cocoa-based products that SSA exporters (like Sudan, Uganda, and Côte d’Ivoire) could try to meet. Exports potentials within the
SSA OIC region are much higher, and are found in different products: palm oil, soups, uncooked pasta, and coffee essences.
Compared with the case of Arab countries, SSA countries show similar levels of exports potentials in agricultural and manufacturing
products: in fact, agricultural products tend to show larger exports potentials than manufacturing ones, with products in this category
reaching an exports potential of US$ 1.2 billion, out of which 44% is yet to be tapped. The ITC Study identiﬁed that SSA exporters have only
four raw manufacturing products with an exports potential to the OIC region being above US$ 200,000. Raw hides and skins are the most
important products with potentials for several SSA exporters. In addition, processed manufacturing products that show high levels of
untapped exports potential in the Arab sub-region comprise plywood, wood, sawn or chipped, and bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel.
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Launching
Forum

of the AATB Program – Rabat, Morocco
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Under the patronage of His Majesty King Mohammed VI, the ITFC, in cooperation with
the Ministry of Industry, Trade, Investment and Digital Economy of the Kingdom of
Morocco, organized the Launching Forum of the AATB Program on February 22-23,
2017, in the capital of Rabat. Choosing Morocco for launching this Program is a
reﬂection of the Kingdom’s ability to establish partnerships with SSA countries and
support initiatives aimed at the economic and social development in Islamic
countries.
Over a two-day period, the Forum brought together high-level representatives from
the Arab and Sub-Saharan country members of the OIC, namely: Trade Ministers;
Directors of Trade Promotion institutions; and Chairpersons of Chambers of
Commerce and Industry; in addition to international ﬁnancial
institutions and banks.
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DAY 1
Wednesday

22

February 2017

Launching Forum's Agenda

The ﬁrst day of the Forum was initiated by a welcoming message from Eng. Hani Salem Sonbol and witnessed the keynote speeches
from Mr. Mamoune Bouhdoud, Minister Delegate to the Minister of Industry, Trade, Investment and Digital Economy, in Charge of
Small Enterprises and Informal Sector Integration, delivered on behalf of H.E. Mr. Moulay Haﬁd El Alamy, Minister of Industry, Trade,
Investment and Digital Economy, the Kingdom of Morocco; Dr. Bandar M. H. Hajjar, President of the IsDB Group; Ms. Arancha Gonzalez,
Executive Director at the ITC; and Mr. Mohamed El Aichouni, Director of Operations of BADEA who delivered a speech on behalf of Dr.
Sidi Ould TAH, Director General of BADEA which is one of the most important supporters of the AATB Program.
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The event highlighted the importance of the AATB Program addressing the current situation, exploring potential trade development
and promotion opportunities between the two regions, and raising the required mechanisms for this purpose.

A number of agreements and MOUs were signed, as follows:
Agreement on trade between the
Kingdom of Morocco and the Republic
of Chad

MOU between ITFC and ITC

Letter of intent between
AFREXIMBANK and ITFC

MOU between ITFC; the ICDT; and the
Ministry of Trade and the Ministry of
Health of the Republic of Côte d'Ivoire.

Letter of intent between
ECOWAS and ITFC
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Session I
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Prospects for Arab-African Trade
and Partnership Opportunities:

K

The session started with an overview of the challenges of the new international economic scene and its implications on international
trade. With the view of weak intra-trade among African and Arab countries, it became necessary to explore the prospects of
Arab-African trade and utilize all partnership opportunities available for the development of trade and boosting overall relations
between the two regions, taking into account that the African continent witnessed an economic growth rate of over 3.4% and
increasing contribution to international trade.
In order to enhance the prospects of Arab-African cooperation, there was a reference to the urgent need for a clear strategic vision
for the year 2030, mainly focusing on a planned industrial policy, based on integrated industrial systems (Ecosystèmes) which should
aim at utilizing all value chains, increasing the exports' competitiveness of these countries, and taking advantage of the huge
employment opportunities resulting from the progress in some emerging countries (such as China), in the context of new integrated
relations and mutual beneﬁt of the labor markets' features of each side. In fact, these countries are characterized by the presence
of a dominant non-structured sector as well as an economic structure that is mainly composed of SMEs (of around 95%).
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This session focused on the importance of partnership and trade cooperation between the Arab and African countries, as well
as the prospects for cooperation and opportunities for economic integration among them in light of the challenges posed by
the international economic scene. Mr. Ziad Limam, CEO of Afrique Magazine, moderated the session with the participation of
the folloing ministers:
Mr. Mamoune Bouhdoud, Minister Delegate to the Minister of Industry, Trade,
Investment and Digital Economy, in Charge of Small Enterprises and Informal
Sector Integration, Kingdom of Morocco.
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H.E. Mr. Alioune Sarr, Minister of Commerce, the Informal Sector,
Consumption, Promotion of Local Products and SMEs, Republic of Senegal.
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H.E. Dr. Isatou Touray, Minister of Trade, Industry, Regional Integration and
Employment, The Gambia.

H.E. Mrs. Abeer M. B. Oudeh, Minister of National Economy, State of Palestine.

H.E. Mr. Zied Ladhari, Minister of Industry and Trade, Republic of Tunisia.
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Session II
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Elements and Mechanisms of Trade Development
(Financing-Logistics-Infrastructure-Trade
Insurance) between the Arab and African Regions:
This session highlighted the barriers hindering the ﬁnancing of trade and investment development in these regions and how to
address them; as well as highlighting the ﬁnancing mechanisms of the AATB Program and the efforts and services of the partner
institutions and organizations.
The panelists addressed several important points during this session, among them:
• Determining and overviewing the barriers of trade ﬁnance and investment between the two regions so as to come up with the
proper solutions and innovative answers to overcoming such hindrances and introduce new mechanisms for the AATB Program.
• Stressing on the efforts and activities of partner institutions in this ambitious Program which will inevitably allow the utilization
of these pioneering and promising tools in the development of innovative mechanisms, especially in terms of providing adequate
funding for the Program. This would enable opportunities for partnerships and coordination among all interested and partner
institutions in this Program to enable the establishment of logistical and regulatory platforms and the propoer infrastructure for
ensuring that all forms of risk are covered by effective investment and trade mechanisms between the two regions.
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The following panelists participated in this session:

C

H.E. Mr. Mouawia Essekelli, Deputy General
Manager, Global Transaction Banking, on behalf of
Mr. Mohammed El Kettani, Chairman, Attijariwafa
Bank Group (AWB).

H.E. Mr. Marcel Alain de Souza,
President, ECOWAS Commission.

Dr. Christiane Abu Lehaf, Director of the
International Cooperation Department,
AFREXIMBANK.
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Mr. Mohamed El Aichouni, Director of
Operations, BADEA

Moderator:
Mr. Zyad Limam,
CEO, Afrique Magazine International

Mr. Mohammed Bin Ouda, Director
General, National Company for
Transport and Logistics (SNTL).

Mr. Ahmed Mohammed Ghannam,
Director General, SEP – SFD

H.E. Prof. Ossama Abdul Rahman Kaissi,
CEO, the ICIEC.
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Session III
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Trade and Investment
Opportunities in
African Member
Countries:
The session started by an introduction from the moderator on
the current low volume of Arab-African trade. Arab exports
outnumber African countries from 50% to 200% of African
exports (to Arab countries), and this only includes a few Arab
countries (UAE, Sudan, Jordan, Algeria, Egypt, and Morocco)
and a few number of commodities and products. On the other
hand, this trade spans only a few number of African countries
(Mozambique, Uganda, Cote D’Ivoire, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Cameroon, and Guinea).
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This session was moderated by Mr. Nazeem Noordali, COO of the ITFC. The session aimed at addressing the huge trade and
investment opportunities available between the African and Arab countries and the means of jointly utilizing them. Participants in
this session included:

C

Mr. Hassan Sentissi El Idrissi,
President, Moroccan Association
of Exporters (ASMEX);

Mr Mohamed H’midouche, President
and CEO, Inter Africa Capital Group
(IACG);

Mr. Oumar Diarra, Director of Operations
Department, West African Bank for Development
(BOAD);

Dr. Brahim Allali, Managing Partner,
Reload Consulting, ICDT

Mr. Issam Bin Youssef, Secretary General
of the Tunisia Africa Business Council
(TABC);
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Dr. El Hassane Hzaine, Director General, Islamic
Centre for Development of Trade (ICDT);

Ms. Lilia Hachem Naas
Director / Directrice
Sub-regional Ofﬁce North Africa, UNECA
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First Day
Conclusion and Recommendations:
At the conclusion of the ﬁrst day, participants in the Launching Forum of the AATB Program recommended the following:
First: Promotion and development of economic and trade cooperation among
Arab and African OIC member countries through:
1. Emphasizing on the need to develop and promote trade as an essential engine for sustainable economic development and as a
catalyst for job creation in Arab and African regions.
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2. Supporting the efforts of Arab and African member countries to develop the economic and trade partnership programs and
mechanisms, at the bilateral and regional levels, as well as supporting the countries' organizational capacities and needs in
these areas.
3. Prioritizing regional initiatives and activities in order to strengthen the utilization of untapped opportunities in trade between the
Arab and African regions, and develop successful economic and trade partnerships.
4. Establishing and implementing structured partnership projects that can be ﬁnanced by partner institutions in the Program. Such
projects will enhance the productive and trade capacity of companies in priority export sectors.
5. Emphasizing on the importance of supporting the infrastructure and logistics related to inter-regional trade, as well as supporting
the knowledge economy.
6. Building and supporting the capacities and competencies of economic actors in trade-related areas.
7. Diversifying and developing areas of cooperation toghether with the economic and trade integration among countries of both
regions, leading to regional and institutional integration, especially in sectors that have enormous potentials and untapped
opportunities, and leading modern sectors, especially the industrial sectors and industrial systems associated with automobiles
and chemicals, in addition to sectors of machinery, electric equipment, agricultural inputs (such as fertilizers), food industries,
and textiles.
8. Supporting and developing the labor markets, especially those related to basic strategic products in member countries, such as
cotton, coffee, cocoa, leathers, among others.
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Second: The engagement and support of the private sector by encouraging SMEs
and public-private partnerships through:
1. Emphasizing the role of the private sector as a pivotal actor; establishing effective and fruitful partnerships, promoting trade
between Arab and African regions, and enhancing its leading role for serving as a catalyst for development in both regions.
2. Focusing on the support and development of SMEs as a key pillar in the economies of member countries and in enhancing their
productivity and proﬁtability.
3. Promoting the competitiveness of SMEs by engaging them in the wider opportunities of the Arab and African regions and adapting
them to the needs of their exports markets.
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Third: Financing and supporting the AATB Program by:
1. Calling upon the countries in Arab and African regions, as well as other countries interested in the development of both regions,
to contribute to the implementation of the AATB Program in order to achieve its activities and objectives.
2. Inviting supporting bodies, trade ﬁnance institutions, and joint ﬁnancing funds to support the Program to enable it to develop
activities and services for potential exporters, especially SMEs, including capacity building activities.
3. Urging the private sector to effectively participate in the activities of AATB Program.
4. Encouraging ﬁnancial institutions to design and provide ﬁnancing solutions within the AATB Program to facilitate trade between
Arab and African regions.
5. Calling the IsDB Group, as a development partner in several Arab and African countries, to support the AATB Program and ﬁnance
infrastructural projects related to the facilitation of trade between the two regions.
6. Urging the ministries of trade and trade development authorities in the concerned countries to facilitate and provide support for
the Program's activities in these countries.
Fourth: Evaluating the AATB Program and monitoring its prospects by:
1. Calling for the ITFC to implement the action plan of the AATB Program and establish follow up mechanisms for its execution.
2. Inviting the ITFC to hold regular meetings of the donors and partners in this Program in order to study the progress and set
directions for the subsequent stages.
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23

February 2017
Workshop on Trade Finance and Export Credit Insurance:
This workshop was organized in order to provide an opportunity for participants, businessmen, and trade promotion organizations in
Morocco and member countries to familiarize themselves with the services and activities of the ﬁnancial institutions, especially
members of the Coordination Group. The following organizations made presentations during the workshop:
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Workshop on Business Opportunities for Projects Funded by the Islamic Development Bank in Sub Saharan Africa:
The workshop, which was held to complement the launch of the AATB Program, was attended by a number of members of the National
Federation of Construction and Public Works, the Moroccan Federation for Consultancy and Engineering of the Union of General
Contracting of Morocco, and various economic entities interested in the projects and activities of the IsDB Group.
The workshop aimed at presenting opportunities and ways of cooperation between the IsDB Group and the contractors and
consultants of the Kingdom of Morocco and the Arab and African regions in order to promote growth in SSA. For this purpose, the
IsDB's procedures for the selection of consultants, the supply of goods and services, and the explanation of funding mechanisms and
tools related to private sector support will be deﬁned. Such an important meeting also aimed to share some of the lessons learned
from the previous experiences of the IsDB and those of the workshop participants.
On the other hand, this workshop contributed to identifying the means of communication with the IsDB in order to keep abreast of
the new business opportunities and participate in the biddings announced by the IsDB.
It is worth mentioning that the ultimate goal of the efforts in SSA is to contribute to the development process and the advancement
of the peoples of these regions and to answer their basic needs such as health, education, alleviating poverty and unemployment,
promoting human development, strengthening cooperation among member countries, developing their economies' agriculture,
infrastructure, energy, food security, etc, as well as supporting SMEs and the private sector. As such, the participants in the
above-mentioned workshops were invited to interact and engage in the AATB Program.
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The Governance Structure of
the AATB consists of three
layers whose levels and
details are as follows:
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1. Governing Board (GB)
Composition
− The Chairman of the AATB is the CEO of ITFC.
− The GB is composed of the AATB's founding members (ITFC, BADEA, OFID, ICIEC, IDB) and the Government of Morocco.
− Membership to the GB can be opened to other member countries or trade institutions provided they contribute to the AATB's
Operational Plan by at least US$ 500,000.
− Business leaders, eminent personalities, and heads of institutions could be invited/selected to be members.
− The GB can invite any institution, donor, or beneﬁciary country to any of its meetings, if deemed relevant.
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Mission
− The GB shall provide strategic orientation and advice focusing on short- and long-term challenges and opportunities to the AATB.
− The GB shall approve the required criteria and reports for AATB.
− The GB shall approve the Annual Report, progress reports, and ﬁnancial reports.
− The GB shall be responsible of promoting the AATB, its objectives, and activities at the economic and political levels.
− The GB shall report and promote to the relevant economic summits/fora.
− The GB members shall provide all the necessary support in their countries/ region, if needed, to the team, in their efforts to
implementing AATB's programs and objectives.
− The GB shall support resource mobilization efforts for AATB.
− The GB members shall approve the addition of new members by at least two thirds.

CMY

K

Decisions
− Decision making should be done through the consensus of at least two thirds of the members.
− Any comments or oppositions on the decisions made shall be presented in the GB's minutes of meeting.
Meetings' Frequency
The GB's meetings shall be held at least once a year and hosted by one of the founding members on a rotational basis.

2. Executive Committee (EC)
Composition
− The EC is composed of the ITFC, IDB, and BADEA representatives.
− The EC can invite any institution, donor, or beneﬁciary country to any of its meetings, if deemed relevant.
Mission
− The EC shall translate strategies and criteria approved by the GB to implementable directions and processes.
− The EC shall approve the projects' requests received.
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− The EC shall supervise and lead the resource mobilization efforts for the AATB.
− The EC shall implement, as much as possible, any recommendation from the GB.
− The EC shall monitor the implementation of AATB's activities or projects.
− The EC shall prepare and report to the GB on the overall implementation progress, ﬁnancial situation, and any issues related
to the implementation of AATB's Work Plan.
− The EC shall prepare annual and ﬁnancial reports for the GB.
− The EC shall address the issues concerning implementation and come up with ideas to resolve them.
Decisions
− Decision is made by consensus of at least two thirds of the members and should be reported to the GB.
− Any comments or opposition on decisions made shall be presented in the GB's minutes of meeting.
Meetings' Frequency
The EC's meetings shall be held at least twice a year and hosted by one of its members on a rotational basis, or as often as may be required.
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3. The Project Management Unit (PMU)

Composition
− The PMU will be composed of technical ITFC staff who will be responsible for monitoring AATB's operations and activities.
− A Project Manager hired to manage the implementation of the AATB shall be a member of the PMU.
− The PMU can invite any implementation agency or beneﬁciary representatives to be part of the Unit; or for a speciﬁc deliverable.
Mission
− The PMU serves as the implementation management body of the AATB and manages the day-to-day operations.
− The PMU shall lead the implementation of the Work Plan and the overall quality of work.
− The PMU shall receive soft and hard projects or activity requests then screen them based on a criteria approved by the GB.
− The PMU shall submit to the EC a list of screened requests of soft and hard projects, or activities, for selection and approval.
− The PMU shall coordinate and manage receiving requests, submission of screened requests to the EC as well as the
implementation of the approved trade-related soft projects (e.g. B2B, trade missions, trade forums, trade exhibitions,
trade-related capacity building activities, etc).
− The PMU shall coordinate and manage receiving requests and the submission of screened requests regarding trade-related
hard projects (e.g. cross-border corridors, trade logistical platforms, trade-related facilities, etc).
− The PMU shall collect the implementation and progress reports of the approved projects.
− The PMU shall report to the EC, semi-annually, on the technical and ﬁnancial matters of the AATB.
Meetings' Frequency
The PMU is in a permanent session. However, it can hold formal meetings whenever needed and invite individuals / entities as
deemed necessary.
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Testimony

from BADEA

The AATB Program partners recognize that the way for trade flows is still unpaved, and is
surrounded with much obstacles and challenges preventing businesses from taking full
advantage of existing trade potential. Limited experience, the small volume of trade between the
African and Arab countries, and the tremendous difficulties posed by the international economic
scene, are the main challenges hindering trade flows between Arab and African countries.
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Hence, we believe that the establishment of the AATB Program is a great milestone in the process
of building a fruitful long-lasting cooperation between African and Arab countries. It is an
effective platform for sharing knowledge and exchange of experiences on the best practice for
promoting trade and investment between Arab and African partners.
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Since its inception, the Program has been successfully managed and monitored by the ITFC, in
coordination with other partners. For instance, under ITFC's management, many achievements,
especially in trade promotion, were realized.
The AATB Program is perfectly in line with BADEA's 7th five-year plan covering the period
2015-2019. Accordingly, BADEA has engaged with the ITFC and other partners.
BADEA is committed to further deepening its cooperation with the AATB, which is expected to
contribute to the development of trade and investment flows between African and Arab countries.

Testimony

from SEP

The Arab Africa Trade Bridges (AATB) is highly valued by the partners as well as receives great attention
from businessmen in the Arab and African countries because it manifests one of the connecting forms
between businessmen in both regions. Also, it is one of the important frames to support and enhance
trade between the two sides. This initiative is particularly important because it is one of the important
initiatives for the development of Arab’s exports and trade as well as investment opportunities
between Arab and African countries. One of AATB’s objectives is to increase investment and job
creation for the two regions. It also leads to private and public institutional development and offer
trade ﬁnance facilities and export credit insurance for foreign trade and exports.
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The implementation of the AATB Program has started in 2017 based on the findings of the study that has been
commissioned from the International Trade Centre (ITC), to assess the existing and potential export opportunities for
the Arab and Sub-Sharan Africa regions (members of the OIC), but also to identify the potential fields of improvement
of trade flows between both regions.
The study has shown that Agro-food industries, health and pharmaceutical industries, building and construction
materials and equipment, and machinery and electrical equipment reserve high potentials opportunities for
commercial & investment partnership between two regions.
The Program implementation will focus on the following axes:
• The creation and development of several physical and digital platforms to promote business
opportunities between both regions;
• The development of enabling business environment, cooperation and communications between
the Arab and African OIC countries.
• The enhancement of competitiveness through special focus on building capacity of
Trade and Investment Support Institutions (TISIs), private sector (specially SMEs)
and related public institutions;
• The development of partnerships with other financial institutions to design
and launch special financial packages for the benefits of the
participating entities under the AATB.
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Providing Lines of Credit

Projects by BADEA
The following projects/activities were implemented during the year 2017,
with their objectives matching those of the Program:

1- A Line of Credit for Supporting Arab Exports to African Countries:

Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives/Outputs
Outcomes
Link to AATB's Objectives
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Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographical Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Line of Credit for Supporting Arab Exports to African Countries
September 2017
Ongoing
To enhance trade exchange between Arab and African countries
Increased trade ﬂow between the two regions
The transaction contributes to promoting trade exchanges
between African and Arab countries
Private Sector and Foreign Trade Division - BADEA
− Arab exporters based in Arab countries
− African importers based in the Republic of Mali
The Republic of Mali
US$ 20 million
BADEA

2- A Line of Credit for Supporting Arab Exports to African Countries:

Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives/Outputs
Outcomes
Link to AATB's Objectives

Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographical Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Line of Credit for Supporting Arab Exports to African Countries
September 2017
Ongoing
To enhance trade exchange between Arab and African countries
Increased trade ﬂow between the two regions
The transaction contributes to promoting trade exchanges
between African and Arab countries
Private Sector and Foreign Trade Division - BADEA
− Arab exporters based in Arab countries, mainly Egypt
− African importers based in SSA
The Arab Republic of Egypt
US$ 50 million
BADEA
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3- A Line of Credit for Supporting Arab Exports to African Countries:
Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives/Outputs
Outcomes
Link to AATB's Objectives
Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
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Geographical Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Line of Credit for Supporting Arab Exports to African Countries
December 2017
Ongoing
To enhance trade exchange between Arab and African countries
Increased trade ﬂow between the two regions
The transaction contributes to promoting trade exchanges between
African and Arab countries
Private Sector and Foreign Trade Division – BADEA
− Arab exporters based in Arab countries
− African importers based in the Republic of Mauritius
The Republic of Mauritius
US$ 20 million
BADEA
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Exports of Arab Products to Africa

Projects by SEP
1- Building Materials Exports of Saudi Origin to the New Dakar International Airport:
Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
End Date

C
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CM

Objectives/Outputs
Outcomes
Link to AATB's Objectives
Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographical Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Exports of Saudi Origin Building Materials to the New Dakar International Airport
June 4, 2011
Disbursement: December 21, 2017
Anticipated Project Completion: before the end of 2018
To supply Saudi origin goods/services needed for the Project
The new airport is expected to offer better services to passengers
To develop better services to passengers and increase trade volumes
IsDB and others
Passengers/cargo shipments
Senegal
SAR 375 million ~ US$ 100 million
Syndication
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2- Urea Exports of Saudi Origin to the Republic of Ghana:
Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives/Outputs
Outcomes
Link to AATB's Objectives
Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographical Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Exports of Saudi Origin Urea to the Republic of Ghana
Unknown
Unknown
To supply Saudi origin Urea to farmers in the Republic of Ghana
More fertilizers supplied to farmers in the Republic of Ghana
Increase trade volumes between the two countries
None
Farmers in the Republic of Ghana
The Republic of Ghana
SAR 11,250,000 ~ US$3.0 million
The SFD
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Supporting Member Countries Strategic Needs

Projects by IsDB
1- Eastern Africa Region's Dry Land Development Program in Uganda, Djibouti, and Somalia:
Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
Project Approval
Signing Date
Effectiveness
End Date
Objectives
C
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Outcome

Eastern Africa Region's Dry Land Development Program in Uganda, Djibouti, and Somalia
Djibouti
Somalia
Uganda
April 1, 2012
May 30, 2013
December 1, 2012
March 19, 2013
June 1, 2014
December 10, 2013
October 29, 2013
June 1, 2014
February 25, 2014
2018
2019
2019
The project envisages to: (i) reduce the vulnerability of populations living in the pastoral regions in the
program's areas and build their resiliency; and (ii) accelerate the achievement of the MDGs
Output 1: Support to livestock and dryland agricultural production and improvement to agricultural productivity
Output 2: Improved access to community health, nutrition, and sanitation
Output 3: Access and quality of education improved
Output 4: Improved access for rural infrastructure
Output 5: Community's businesses promoted
The program is aimed to produce the following key outcomes in the target areas: (i) increase in the level,
diversity, and stability of household income and assets of target pastoralists; (ii) increase the primary
education enrolment rate; (iii) improved community access and use of health services; (iv) improved community
understanding and practice of the good use of natural resources; and (v) improved capacities and market
participation for the community's businesses

Link to AATB's Objectives

The program is highly linked with the AATB's intervention for strengthening livelihood assets and
improving community access to basic services. Particularly in Somalia and Djibouti, the intervention is
focused on improving livestock production, which is expected to contribute to enhancing livestock
exports to the Arab region

Implementation Unit

MU, together with PIUs that will be established in the following institutions of the respective beneﬁciaries’ countries:
- Ofﬁce of the Prime Minister and Millennium Promise Alliance in Uganda
- Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fishery in Djibouti
- Ministry of Finance and Economic Development in Somalia

Partners

- Millennium Promise Alliance in Uganda
- IGAD in Djibouti
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Beneﬁciaries/
Targeted Groups

The program will beneﬁt the pastoralists in the Eastern African countries. The project beneﬁciaries are
supposed to be Nomads and Semi-Nomads living in the following countries and districts:
- Uganda: Karamoja (Napakaprepri, Lotome, and Lorengedwat)
- Djibouti: Dessbayo and Khor Angar
- Somalia: Dudarunt (Somaliland), Fafaxhdun (Jubaland), and Galcaeyo (Puntland)

Geographic
Coverage/Country

Somalia, Uganda, and Djibouti

Budget
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Source of Funding

Total Program Cost: US$ 71.00 million, of which:
- US$ 25.00 million comes from IsDB's ordinary sources;
- US$ 10.00 million comes from an ISFD loan; and
- The remaining was supposed to be mobilized from other partners
The program is ﬁnanced by IsDB's ordinary source and an ISFD loan
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2- Reverse Linkage Project between Guinea and Tunisia to Enhance
the Value Chain for Exporting Agricultural Products:
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Title of Project
or Activity

Diagnostic Mission for the Reverse Linkage Project between Guinea (Recipient) and Tunisia (Provider) to
Enhance the Value Chain for Exporting Agricultural Products

Start Date

April 28, 2018

End Date

May 5, 2018

Objectives

To assess the capacity needs of all stakeholders involved in the value chain for exporting agricultural products
in Guinea, in preparation of a potential Reverse Linkage Project

Outputs

A diagnostic report and an action plan will be prepared

Outcome

Potentially, a Reverse Linkage Project that would enhance Guinea’s exports of agricultural products

This project promotes information sharing on markets and the trade and investment regulations among the
Arab and African states (members of the OIC); provides technical assistance to build human and institutional
Link to AATB's Objectives capacity in trade and investment; and might lead to enhancing business opportunities and access to trade
ﬁnance and export credit insurance

K

Implementation Unit

Reverse Linkage Section, Country Strategy and Cooperation (CSC) Department, IsDB

Partners

ITFC; Trade Facilitation Ofﬁce (TFO) Canada; Tunisian Ministry of Industry and Small and Medium Enterprises
and the Exports Promotion Center; Tunisia Agency for Technical Cooperation (ATCT)

Beneﬁciaries/
Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/
Country

Public and private sector stakeholders in the value chain for exporting agricultural products in Guinea
Guinea (Recipient) and Tunisia (Provider)

Budget

US$ 13,000 for the diagnostic report
At least US$ 200,000 planned for the project as an IsDB contribution

Source of Funding

Reverse Linkage Section’s Operational Budget for 2018
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3- Reverse Linkage Project between Chad and Tunisia for Enhancing
the Teaching of Arabic Language:
Title of Project or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives
Outputs

Outcome
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Link to AATB's Objectives
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Implementation Unit

Partners

Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Reverse Linkage project between Chad and Tunisia for Enhancing the Teaching of Arabic Language.
May, 01, 2017
May 1, 2020
The project aims at enhancing the teaching of Arabic Language, in the framework of the Policy of the
Government of Chad to develop the Franco-Arabic Bilingualism.
• The design and the implementation of the National Policy of Franco-Arabic Bilingual education and its
operational strategies are enhanced;
• The initial and the in-services training of the Franco-Arab bilingual teachers are Improved;
• The design and development of the Arabic Curricula and Textbooks Are Reﬁned.
Potentially, a Reverse Linkage Project that would enhance the teaching of Arabic Language, in the framework
of the Policy of the Government of Chad to develop the Franco-Arabic Bilingualism.
- This project promotes bilingual education which is one of the priority objectives of the Government of Chad,
which considers Arabic and French as the ofﬁcial languages of the country.
- Bilingual education will contribute to facilitate trade and investment; and might lead to enhancing business
opportunities and access to trade ﬁnance and export credit insurance.
- By contributing to the project, Tunisia is realizing its South-South cooperation strategy – capitalizing on its
expertise and know-how to help other member countries, particularly the sub-Saharan French-speaking countries.
- From the IsDB’s perspective, the project is an efﬁcient and effective way of improving South-South
cooperation among its member countries, helping the Bank to realize its vision and 10-year strategic
framework. It is also in line with Bank’s Education Policy, which promotes Bilingual education.
Reverse Linkage Section, Country Strategy and Cooperation (CSC) Department, IsDB
• The International Center for Training of Trainers and Pedagogical innovation, Tunisia (CIFFIP), wich is the
provider of expertise and know-how in the ﬁeld of Arabic Language Teaching;
• The Ministry of National Education and Civic Promotion, Chad (MoNECP), which is the main recipient of the
expertise and coordinator of the project;
• The IsDB is undertaking its facilitator role. It facilitates the smooth implementation of this project by
providing among others ﬁnancial support;
• Tunisian Agency for Technical cooperation (ATCT) is the donor, which is ﬁnancially contributing to the project
on behalf of the Government of Tunisia.
Public and private sector stakeholders in the value chain for exporting agricultural products in Guinea
Chad (Recipient) and Tunisia (Provider)
• Government of <Chad>: US$ 130,000
• ATCT <Tunisia >: US$ 250,000
• Islamic Development Bank (IsDB): US$ 277,000 ( grant ﬁnancing)
Reverse Linkage Section’s Operational Budget for 2016
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Projects by ICIEC
1- Providing an Insurance Cover to ITFC's Trade Finance Transaction with Egypt:

C
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Title of Project
or Activity
Start Date
End Date

Providing Insurance Cover to the ITFC Trade Finance Transaction with the Government of the Arab
Republic of Egypt Represented by the Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation EGPC - Egypt
September 8, 2016
May 31, 2017

Objectives/Outputs

To cover the Government of the Republic of Egypt represented by the EGPC

Outputs
Outcome
Link to AATB's Objectives

US$ 100 million
US$ 100 million

Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups

ICIEC
ICIEC – ITFC (Saudi Arabia)

Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Saudi Arabia
NA
NA

CM

MY

CY

CMY

Suppliers: OIC MC’s
Beneﬁciary: The Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt represented by the EGPC

The Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt represented by the EGPC

K

2- Providing Credit Insurance Cover to Aluminum Bahrain with Wispeco PTY:
Title of Project
or Activity
Start Date
End Date

Providing Credit Insurance Cover to Aluminum Bahrain B.S.C.
with Wispeco PTY LTD located in South Africa
January 1, 2017
December 31, 2017

Objectives/Outputs

Supply of Aluminum from Aluminum Bahrain (in Bahrain) to Wispeco PTY (in South Africa)

Outputs
Outcome
Link to AATB's Objectives

US$ 9 million
US$ 9 million
Suppliers: Aluminum Bahrain B.S.C. – Bahrain
Beneﬁciary: Wispeco PTY LTD – South Africa
ICIEC
ICIEC – Aluminum Bahrain B.S.C. (Bahrain)
Wispeco PTY LTD (South Africa)
South Africa
US$ 9 million
NA

Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding
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3- Providing Credit Insurance Cover to Midal Cable with Aberdare Cables (Aberdare Group):
Title of Project
or Activity
Start Date
End Date

Providing Credit Insurance Cover to Midal Cable with Aberdare Cables
(Aberdare Group) located in South Africa
January 1, 2017
December 31, 2017

Objectives/Outputs

Supply of cables from Midal Cable in Bahrain to Aberdare Cables (Aberdare Group) in South Africa

Outputs
Outcome

US$ 4 million
US$ 4 million
Suppliers: Midal Cable – Bahrain
Beneﬁciary: Aberdare Cables (Aberdare Group) – South Africa
ICIEC
ICIEC – Midal Cable Co., Bahrain
Aberdare Cables (Aberdare Group), South Africa
South Africa
US$ 4 million
NA

Link to AATB's Objectives
C

M

Y

CM

MY

Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

CY

CMY
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Table-(1): List of ICIEC Existing Transactions involving Arab and African Countries
No.
1
2

Transaction
Export of D2 Diesel
Solar project

3

Export of ﬁber optic cables

4

Export of ﬁber optic cables

5

SMEs ﬁnancing

6

Multilateral Trade
Financing Facility

Description
Exports of D 2 Diesel
Political risk insurance related to Solar
Project in Babnet, Egypt. The contractor is
Al-Casar Energy, UAE
Cover of ﬁber optic contract obtained by El
Sewedy in Niger
Cover of ﬁber optic contract obtained by El
Sewedy in Niger
Cover of Afrexim Bank ﬁnancing to National
Bank of Egypt supporting SMEs operating
in the light manufacturing industry
Insuring Import Murabaha Financing
Facility from Trade Development Bank
(TDB) to Agricultural Bank of Sudan (ABS)

Amount
in US$ Million
USD 80 m
USD 65 m

Involved Countries:
Arab / African
Bahrain / Sudan
UAE / Egypt

Euro 7.1 m

Egypt / Niger

Euro 7.1 m

Egypt - Niger

USD 300 m

Africa - Egypt

EUR 199.5 m

Kenya – Sudan
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Projects by Afreximbank
1- Supplying Electrical Meters in favor of the Government of Togo
Title of Project
or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives

Outputs
C
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Link to AATB's Objectives
Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Euro 44 Million a supply agreement between major Egyptian Power Company and the Government
of Togo for the supply of electrical meters
March 2018
December 2019
Togo is strategically located and could serve as a regional logistics hub for the trade of goods
into neighboring countries and across Africa, while also boosting its services industry to become
a major destination for recreational and health/medical tourism. The country’s Vision, Dedication
and Political Will combined with Afreximbank’s ﬁnancial and technical resources would enable
Togo to accomplish this within a short timeframe.
The electricity sector is a priority sector in Togo and it is urgently required by the country to
install those pre-paid electrical meters by end of 2019 in order to better control the collection of
electricity charges given the increasing customer base of the company and the company’s
limited capacity on staff and also given the country’s plan to expand electricity distribution as
part of its short/medium-term developmental plan
Promoting and Increasing Trade ﬂows between Arab and African entities,
Provide Capacity Building on Trade related issues.
Intra-African Trade Initiative
Afreximbank as Mandated Lead Arranger and Original Lender.
A major Egyptian Power Company as well as internal suppliers.
Egypt/Togo
Euro 44 Million.
Afreximbank
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2-Financing Power Supply and Installation Project between a major
Egyptian Power Company and the Government of Angola
Title of Project
or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives

Outputs
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Link to AATB's Objectives
Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

USD 501 Million Power Supply and Installation Project between a major Egyptian Power Company
and the Government of Angola
December 2017
November 2018
The Government of Angola has identiﬁed that power is critical in the economy’s development
priorities and that its availability will create an enabling environment for businesses to grow and
for citizens to improve their living standards as sought under the Public Investment Program.
The facility has supplemented the country’s international funding efforts in a very critical stage,
and that support from multilateral institutions like Afreximbank through the Egyptian Power
Company has gone long way in assisting the country to meet its development targets.
The supply and installation of specialized power generation, power transformer equipment and
execution of projects in Angola
Promoting and Increasing Trade ﬂows between Arab and African entities
Intra-African Trade Initiative
Afreximbank as Mandated Lead Arranger and Original Lender.
The major Egyptian Power Company as well as internal suppliers.
Egypt/Angola
USD 501 Million.
Afreximbank

3- Supporting Manufacturing Exports between Tunisia and Africa
Title of Project
or Activity
Start Date
End Date
Objectives

Outputs
Link to AATB's Objectives
Implementation Unit
Partners
Beneﬁciaries/Targeted Groups
Geographic Coverage/Country
Budget
Source of Funding

Euro 65 Million global ﬁnancing to support the manufacturing exports between Tunisia and Africa
through a major Tunisian Corporate (Group)
August 2018
August 2023
To ﬁnance the Group’s business development and internal growth represented in expanding their
production facilities, renew old equipment for better productivity and cost reduction (industrial
units), expand their distribution networks
This transaction has assisted the Group in opening other international markets, particularly in
Africa to diversify risk and increase Group turnover while also energizing intra-African trade,
bearing in mind that the range of its business scope has gone well beyond Tunisian borders to
Europe as well as other African countries, namely, Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Ivory Coast, Togo,
Burkina Faso, Chad, Senegal, Mali, Mauritania and Sudan.
Assisted the Group in opening other international markets, particularly in Africa to diversify risk
and increase Group turnover while also energizing intra-African trade
Promoting and Increasing Trade ﬂows between Arab and African entities,
Provide Capacity Building on Trade related issues.
Intra-African Trade Initiative
Afreximbank as Mandated Lead Arranger and Original Lender.
A major Tunisian Corporate
Tunisia / Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Ivory Coast, Togo, Burkina Faso, Chad, Senegal, Mali,
Mauritania and Sudan
Euro 65 Million.
Afreximbank
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Project Document and Implementation Agreement
Project Title
Study for the Development of Logistical Platforms for Trade & Investment Facilitation between Morocco and Sub-Saharan Africa (Technical
Assistance Grant)
Sector, Subsector
Trade (logistics infrastructure and inter and intra-regional integration)
C

M

Y
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K

Expected Outcomes
(i) Macroeconomic report/analysis of the economic, political, and legal environments of the targeted countries
(ii) Diagnosis report of logistical infrastructure and trade ﬂows/potentials
(iii) Optimization report/identiﬁcation of the optimal network of logistical platforms to boost intra-trade and investment in Morocco and
SSA countries
(iv) Platforms' proﬁles report (assessing the infrastructural needs for each platform, with investment/economic analysis of the speciﬁc
design logistics for each platform)
(v) Regional and country platforms to promote trade within the AATB Program
(vi) Regional Workshop for the dissemination of the main conclusions of the study
(vii) A regional optimized network of platforms in Morocco and selected Sub-Saharan countries
Start date: October 2017
End date: October 2018
Implementing Organization(s)
The National Company of Transport and Logistics (SNTL). SNTL is a government company under the technical and ﬁnancial tutorships of the
Ministry of Equipment and Transport and the Ministry of Economy and Finance
Country/Countries: Morocco
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Brief Description:
The study aims at reducing the gap of physical infrastructure constraining trade and investment ﬂows between Morocco and SSA. It will also
facilitate and boost, through Morocco (as a hub), Arab trade and investment ﬂows with SSA. The study will identify the priority network of
logistical hubs to be developed, as well as their proﬁles, leading to a regional project for implementation.
Technical assistance will provide the following deliverables:
(i) Analysis of the economic, political, and legal environments of the targeted countries (Mauritania, Mali, Burkina Faso, Senegal,
Guinea (Conakry), Cote d’Ivoire, Guinée Equatorial, Togo, Gabon, Djibouti, and Egypt)
C

(ii) Diagnosis of logistical infrastructure and ﬂows within the targeted countries in order to have better knowledge regarding the
potential clients’ needs and expectations and to segment the potential ﬂows into targeted markets
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(iii) Economic analysis on the implementation of the logistical hubs. The report aims at identifying the potential areas and
estimating the budget needed to develop logistical hubs based on a business plan over a period of 5 years. For this purpose, the
study is expected to assess the required investment and the expected impact in terms of the growth of trade inﬂows, the creation
of jobs, and the economic added value. It will also identify the main services that can be provided by these regional hubs
(iv) Organization of a regional workshop in order to disseminate the main conclusions of the study among the concerned stakeholders
and generate a joint regional project of logistical hubs, across Morocco and SSA, that would enhance integration
(v) Monitoring and Evaluation
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The ITFC’s mandate is to promote intra-trade among OIC member countries and that with the world. For this purpose, ITFC provides and
facilitates access of member countries to capital markets through the development and diversiﬁcation of trade ﬁnancing instruments
and products.
The program aims to establish ﬁnancing lines supporting trade ﬂows between Arab and SSA regions, or one of the two regions with the
rest of the world, by establishing partnerships with ﬁnancial institutions within both regions. The rationale of the program is to offer
“incentivized” ﬁnancing to support imports/exports between the regions.
The Arab Africa Trade Finance Program (AATFP) offers a wholesale approach to trade ﬁnance through the provision of risk mitigation
facilities and liquidity support. It consists of two main products:
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1. The 2-Step Murabaha
These are short-term lines of credit related Islamic ﬁnance principles, offered to ﬁnancial institutions operating in SSA and Arab
countries in order to facilitate their own trade ﬁnance operations. This will enable their ﬁnancial institutions to extend facilities to
enterprises operating in either of the import or export sectors of their economies with the condition that at any point of time of the
supply chain, trade is ﬂowing between African and Arab countries or that the enterprise is an Arab entity operating in SSA. Here, the
ultimate risk taken lies on the ﬁnancial institution.
2. The Risk-Sharing Facility (Musharaka)
This arrangement is when the partner ﬁnancial institution and the ITFC share the default risk of a portfolio of trade ﬁnance transactions.
The Risk Participation Agreement (RPA) is designed under two models:
i) The Portfolio Basis: if the eligibility is based on pre-agreed criteria without ITFC's review of the individual assets at origination.
ii) The Transaction Basis: where the ITFC will allocate a speciﬁc amount, yet each transaction will be reviewed by the ITFC for credit
approval.
These models of ﬁnancing give regional ﬁnancial institutions partial cover for their trade ﬁnance operations in the agreed countries, with
the ITFC typically taking a share of the risk by bringing some percentage of liquidity. This arrangement will also help to increase ﬁnancial
institutions' activities with clients upon whom they reached maximum exposure. Moreover, the ultimate risk is borne by the ultimate
beneﬁciary, being the importers or exporters of goods.
In 2017, the ITFC established new partnerships with Banque Centrale Populaire du Maroc (BCP), in order to support their West African
subsidiary, Banque Atlantique, for an amount of € 40 million. It also set up a 2-step Murabaha for an amount of US$ 150 million with
AFREXIMBANK, dedicated to ﬁnancing commodities exports from 13 SSA countries and imports of 3 Arab countries.
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The Buyers/Sellers Meeting on
Pharmaceuticals & Related Industries
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Background
A study on the exporting opportunities between the Arab and African regions, commissioned by the AATB Program, has highlighted
pharmaceuticals as one of the sectors that can generate trade and investment opportunities between both regions. For this purpose, and
during the AATB Program's Launching Forum (February 22-23, 2017 in Morocco), ITFC has signed an MoU with the ICDT, the Ministry of Trade,
Handicrafts and Promotion of SMEs, and the Ministry of Health and Public Hygiene of Cote d’Ivoire in order to organize a B2B on
pharmaceutical products in Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire, on November 2-3, 2017

K

The Arab companies expressed their interest in the African pharmaceutical sector as it is an attractive investment
target. The business matching meetings covered all areas in the pharmaceutical sector, including medicines,
chemical compounds and raw materials, diagnostic test kits, syringes, laboratory and medical equipment,
infection control items, and medical furniture. Therefore, there is diversity across the opportunities for
manufacturers to supply the healthcare sector from both regions

Activity outcomes:
The business to business meetings and contacts generated deals and leads of more than US$ 90
Million between Arab and African Importers and exporters, according to a survey carried out with
the participants during and after the activity.
Organizer(s)
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Activity's Objectives
The objective of this activity is to bridge the gap between businessmen and concerned ofﬁcials from both regions and increase the trade and
investment opportunities between Arab and African countries. The event witnessed a large number of Arab companies and African associates
in the health and pharmaceutical industry. The meeting was organized by the ITFC, in collaboration with the ICDT, the Ministry of Commerce
and Handicraft and the Promotion of SMEs, and the Ministry of Health and Public Hygiene in Côte d'Ivoire, and was inaugurated by H.E.
Henriette KONAN BEDIE, Patron of Medical Expo Côte d'Ivoire (MEXCI) 2017; H.E. Dr. Raymonde GOUDOU COFFIE, Minister of Health and Public
Hygiene in Côte d'Ivoire; and, H.E. Eng. Hani Salem Sonbol, CEO of ITFC. The objective is to develop business links between the African
companies and associates with their counterparts from the Arab world, create new trade and investment opportunities between both
regions, and support the health sector in African member countries.
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Afro-Arab Trade Finance Forum
Under the auspices of the AATB Program, the ITFC and BADEA organized the ﬁrst edition of the “Afro-Arab Trade Finance Forum” on December
20-21, 2017, in Dubai.
This event, which was attended by a large number of banks and ﬁnancial institutions from the Arab and African regions, was an opportunity
to assess the trade ﬁnance solutions needed to boost trade between both regions. For the same purpose, participating institutions
highlighted their efforts and services to be extended to exports from both regions and explored the ways and means to coordinate and
collaborate on ﬁlling the gap in trade ﬁnancing needs. On this occasion, the ITFC signed two ﬁnancing agreements with AFREXIMBANK with
the amount of US$ 100 million and € 50 million to ﬁnance operations in Africa.
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Third Forum of the Trade Promotion Organs of the
Member States of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
Representatives of the trade promotion organs of the OIC member states,
together with the institutions operating under the umbrella of OIC (in the ﬁeld
of trade and investment promotion), attended the "Third Forum of the Trade
Promotion Organs of the Member States of the Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation," held on October 11-12, 2017 in Casablanca, the Kingdom of
Morocco.
With a view to implementing the provisions of this declaration, the
representatives have agreed on the following:
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• Entrusting the ICTD to continue the task of the Secretarial of the Global
Network of the Trade Promotion Organs of the OIC.
• Entrusting the task of the Secretariat of the OIC's Arabic-speaking
Network of the Trade Promotion Organs to Dubai Exports; the OIC's
French-speaking Network of the Trade Promotion Organs to the
Senegalese Agency for Export Promotion (ASEPEX); and appointing
Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation (MATRADE) [to be
conﬁrmed] as the Secretariat of the OIC's English-speaking Network of
the Trade Promotion Organs.
• Requesting the ITFC to study the possibility of organizing, in
collaboration with ICDT and Dubai Exports, the OIC TPOs Forum, on the
sidelines with the “Trade Development Forum” which will be organized
by ITFC in Dubai 2019.
• Mobilizing resources for the implementation of projects adopted by the
Network with OIC and regional and international partners, such as
OIC-Tarde and Investment Sub-Committee (TISC) Members and UN
Agencies.
The three trade promotion organs' networks reiterated their support to the
action plan (2016-2020) which includes technical support, training and
capacity building, and organizing activities of common promotional events.
This action plan may be ﬁnanced by OIC's institutions, and other ﬁnancial
institutions and funds.
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Buyers/Sellers Meeting on Food Products
Within the context of the remarkable economic and development progress in Africa, witnessing high
growth rates in some African countries, and in light of the tendency of major industrialized and
commercial countries to penetrate the African market; the AATB Program launched the “Deal With
Africa” Forum and B2B Meeting on Food Products between Arab and African Countries.
This event provided the private sector in both regions to explore exporting and manufacturing
opportunities. The forum witnessed the participation of 35 companies from Africa representing
16 countries (chart XX ) and 50 companies from Egypt and Arab countries.
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Event Objectives:
(1) increase investment ﬂows between participating countries.
(2) Explore Africa's commercial and investment opportunities
(3) increase trade exchange between participating countries
(Iv) increase domestic production and create jobs and export opportunities
(V) promote investment opportunities among the participating parties;
Five opportunities:
(1) An opportunity to export Arabic products.
(2) an opportunity to learn about the nature of investment in Africa
(3) an opportunity for joint ventures between the participating countries.
(Iv) import opportunities for raw materials and supplies in Africa
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Chart 1 – Participating companies breakdown
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African Countries
Cote d’Ivoire
Senegal
The Gambia
Uganda
Guinea Conakry
Burkina Faso
Madagascar
Somalia
Zambia
Kenya
Ethiopia
Tanzania
Angola
Ghana
Rowanda
Gabon
Total = 16 Countries

Number of
participating companies
5
4
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
5
3
1
3
1
2
1
35

Arab Countries
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
United Arab Emirates
Kuwait
Jordan
Total = 5 countries

Number of
participating companies
9
35
1
2
3
50

Chart 2 - Business results of exporting companies
Indicator
Number of B2B meetings
Number of deals under negotiation
Value of deals under negotiation

Quantity/Value
861
195
US$ 16,988,000

Chart 3 – Business Results of importing companies
Indicator
Number of B2B meetings
Number of deals under negotiation
Value of deals under negotiation

Quantity/Value
861
170
US$ 12,500,000
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Business Forum of the Agadir Agreement
& West African OIC Member Countries
Within the framework of promoting trade and investment among Arab and African countries under the AATB Program, the ITFC, the ICDT, and the
ATU organized, under the auspices of the Ministry of Industry, Investment, Trade and Digital Economy of the Kingdom of Morocco, a business forum
of the Agadir Agreement and West African OIC Member Countries on May 10-11, 2018, in Casablanca, Morocco.
This Forum aims to enhance trade and investment ﬂows between the Agadir Agreement members states (Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, and Jordan) and
the West African OIC member countries. On this occasion, B2B meetings were organized in speciﬁc sectors with high business potentials,
including agri-business, pharmaceuticals, cotton/textiles, and leather/skins.
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A special session was devoted to the development of trade and investment between the State of Palestine, the Agadir Agreement members, and
West African countries.
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Participants:
The following Member States took part in this Forum: Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d'Ivoire, Egypt, Jordan, The Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mali,
Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, the State of Palestine, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Tunisia. Regional and international institutions have also participated,
namely:
ITFC, ICDT, ATU, UNCTAD, the ITC, BADEA, AFREXIMBANK, WAEMU,
the Economic Commission for Africa (CEA-Rabat), and Bayt Mal Al Qods Agency.
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Recommendations:
• Call upon the OIC Member States to join to the Trade Preferential System (TPS)-OIC Agreement and related protocols, and
other OIC Trade and Investment Agreements (ICIEC, ICD, ITFC).
• Participate in the ITFC's AATB Program to beneﬁt from the Program's activities on development and trade promotion between
Arab and African regions, as well as trade ﬁnancing opportunities (offered by the Program).
• Accession to the Guiding Principles for Investment of Islamic Cooperation developed by the OIC and UNCTAD in January 2018.
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• Seize the ATU and the ECOWAS Commission to study the possibility of signing MOUs or cooperation agreements to boost trade
and investment ﬂows between ATU and West African countries.
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• Establish a follow-up committee for the Forum within the ICDT, composed of the ICDT, ITFC, ATU, and the host country; and
study the possibility of organizing this Forum once every two years, alternating between the two regions, under the auspices
of the AATB Program.
• Disseminate the recommendations of this Forum to the focal points of IDB, ICDT, ATU, and regional organizations of the
sub-region.
• Create a Business Council between the countries of the Agadir Agreement and ECOWAS.
• Invite the private sector to invest in the countries of the Agadir Agreement in order to beneﬁt from the principle of cumulation
of origin provided for in the Euro-Mediterranean rules of origin with a view to exporting to the EU countries.
• Invite the private sector of West Africa to invest in the Agadir Agreement's countries to beneﬁt from the expertise and
incentives granted to foreign investors, and similarly for the countries of the Agadir Agreement in West Africa (through equity
investments), to contribute to local development of existing value chains in West Africa through the transfer of technology,
capacity building, and standardization and modernization of the production tool.
• Make greater use of the IsDB Group's Reverse Linkage Program, which funds the exchange of expertise and capacity building
among Member States.
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• Gradually dismantle non-tariff barriers at borders and within borders.
• Exchange of business information and business opportunities between the private sectors of both zones and the Trade and
Investment Promotion Organs through the websites of ICDT (www.icdt-oic.org), ATU (www.agadiragreement.org), UEMOA
(www.connectuemoa.com), ITC (www.intracen.org), and UNCTAD (www.unctadstat.unctad.org); and also with those of other
funding bodies to inquire about their funding lines (ITFC: www.itfc-idb.org, BADEA: www.badea.org, AFREXIMBANK:
www.afreximbank.com).
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• Invite trade ﬁnance bodies, such as ITFC, BADEA, and AFREXIMBANK, to focus more on industrialization, maritime and road
connectivity, warehouses, and the processing of high-potential trade products in West African countries and Agadir Agreement
countries, in collaboration with SMEs and small and medium industries (SMIs) in both zones, and facilitate their access to
funding.

CM

MY

CY

• Increase trade and investment promotion activities in the area by organizing business forums, trade missions, fairs and
exhibitions, and buyers-sellers meetings.

CMY

K

• Invest in the trade in services within this zone in order to support value chains for products with high potentials for trade.
• Connect the operators and the foreign trade and investment administrations of the two regions through e-logistics and the
connection of single windows of foreign trade, whenever available.
• Call upon participating countries to strengthen their trade and investment cooperation with the State of Palestine, with a view
of facilitating the market access of its economic participants.
• Invite the OIC countries to participate in the African Fair, to be held in Egypt, on December 11-17, 2018, and the World
Investment Forum in Geneva, on October 22-26, 2018.
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